OUR FUNCTION AREAS
Get the party poppers out, it’s time to celebrate!

Situated on Sophia Close and with a damn tasty function menu,
Brewhouse & Kitchen is on it when it comes to functions!
Get in touch so we can start planning!

CARDFIFF

Can’t find what you’re looking for or celebrating with more than 180 people?
Don’t worry! We can create a personalised plan just for you!

The snug
Yr Ystafell Wydr
(The Conservatory)
DINING 46 | BUFFET STYLE 46

Boasting floor to ceiling windows that look out onto our
beautiful Garden area, this space is perfect for a
private party. Accessible two steps up from our Brewery
& Bar area, it’s nicely tucked away with an eye-catching wooden barrel stave ceiling, TV screen, spot
lighting and space for 46 people for seated dining or 60
buffet style.
If additional space is needed – the Garden can be
adjoined by opening the bi-fold doors to create an
additional 50 seats for those bigger affairs (there’s also
the option of a private outside bar too to make the party
extra special!)

Breakfast Meetings
BOARD ROOM STYLE 16 | FREE SEATING 46

If you’re looking for somewhere for a
Breakfast Meeting then look no further,
our beautiful Conservatory, which looks
out onto our garden, can be transformed
into a light and airy meeting room to
seat up to 16 people boardroom style (or
46 free seating)
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Can’t find what you’re looking for or celebrating with more than 180 people?
Don’t worry! We can create a personalised plan just for you!

Hop Table
SEATED 6

If you’re having a small gathering with
friends, for food or to try some amazing
beers then our Hop Table is perfect! The
breakfast bar style table encasing hops and
malts, is ideal for some small plates or
sharers from our menu and the comfy stools
face the shiny Microbrewery, where tasty
beers are brewed – it’s perfect for all you
beer lovers, and if our Brewer is brewing

FIRE PIT Table
DINING 8/10

Our stunning Fire Pit Table is situated in
its own conservatory area with panoramic
views through the large windows that
surround it. 8 comfortable chairs and a
toasty fire as the centre piece will make it
hard to leave!
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BEACH HUTS (x3)
SEATED 8

There may be no sand but the vibe is definitely ‘beach’! With three garden beach huts to
choose from, each offering a space for 8
people, and close enough to enjoy the cosy
glow of our outside fire-pit and fairy lights
they provide a striking setting to any party!

Whether you’re looking to host a big Birthday Party,
a Special Celebration, or a Company Event,
we have delicious food and drink menus,
including 50+ craft beers to choose from, and our
buffet package is very competitively priced.
GET IN TOUCH AND WE CAN CREATE
A PERSONALISED PLAN JUST FOR YOU!

Sophia Close, Cardiff, CF11 9HW
029 2037 1599
cardiff@brewhouseandkitchen.com
@BKCardiff_ Brewhouse & Kitchen (Cardiff) @brewhouse_and_kitchen
brewhouseandkitchen.com

